
 
    

Skills to review and demonstrate
Questions: “Who knows what a knight is? We are going to be pretend knights defending ourcastles! 
The balls are going to be the cannon balls used in the old days. Does anyone 
 know what a moat is?” 
Overhand throw cue words: Side to target, point, arm back, step (in opposition), and throw.
Throwing using the cue words (without balls).

Getting started
Create two castles at either end of the space by placing cones on the boxes and some on the floor 
(castle wall) topped with the whiffle balls.
Place two small boxes to the side of the castle for whiffle balls that have been knocked off.
Place the gymnastics mats at the center to divide the space in half and serve as a “moat”. 
Students are not allowed to step into the moat during the game.
Divide the class into two groups, and scatter them in their kingdoms. 
Scatter the balls in each area.
Explain that standing directly in front of the castle may result in being hit with a foam ball so pay   
attention!

Students can demonstrate an overhand throw using proper form 

80% of the time.
Psychomotor:

Cognitive:

Student performance objectives 

Lesson Focus: to use an overhand throw to knock a ball off a cone and
to strike or catch a ball thrown into your area.
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Students can recite the cue words for the overhand throw 80% of 

the time.

What you’ll need
• Several dozen 6-7” foam balls. 
• Eight to twelve cones of varying sizes to make a pretend castle and whiffle balls to place on the cones.
• Plastic milk crates or other boxes to place the cones on top of.
• Two small boxes to place whiffle balls in.
• Gymnastic mats for moat and bean bag creatures to be placed in the moat are optional.  
• Music and music player.



 
    

Helpful hints

Watch for those not stepping in opposition.
Be sure the students are throwing balls at the castle and not each other.
Encourage catching and/or striking the balls in the air.

Recap 
 
Have students demonstrate overhand throw using the cue words.
Demonstrate an improper throw and ask students to identify what was done wrong. 

National standards
Standards 1&2 :   Overhand throwing; striking; catching; defensive strategy.
Standard 3 :          Cardiovascular fitness.
Standard 5:            Working with team mates; Cooperation; Enjoys physical activity in  
     large groups.

3-5Indoor/outdoor 
activity for grades

Begin the action

On “go” , or when the music starts, students collect and throw the balls one at a time   at 
the castle.
Students attempt to defend the castle by catching or striking the balls that are thrown.
Place whiffle balls that are on the floor into the boxes.
If a student accidentally knocks a ball off their own castle it MAY NOT be replaced.
Stop the game every few minutes or when all the balls are off the cones. 
Students move to their sidelines for a count. All the balls knocked off=castle is captured. 
The team that knocked off the most balls= battle won.
You may or may not designate castle guards that stand directly in front of the castle. 
Switch them out when a new game begins.

*Challenge*

Count how many 
balls you knock 

off. Can you 
increase that 

number?
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